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• Thomas Warburton Madhouse Keeper Elaine
Hopper introduced me to Thomas Warburton, an
infamous madhouse keeper, via a chapter in
Hackney History Volume 8. Elaine had also
uncovered Thomas’s will, a rather tortuous
document which reveals the riches he accumulated
from his nefarious businesses, and how he
bestowed them on his 3 surviving children.
• Unidentified Wedding Photo Tania Van Reil
pointed out a photo that appeared on a Facebook
page called Unidentified Photos Australia. The photo
was Posted on Face book by Jill Cole who would
love to return the photo to the family.
• DNA Update An update on 5 new BigY-700 test
results, though further work is necessary.
• Warburton BigY Results and the FTDNA
Discover Tool FamilyTreeDNA recently announced
their Discover Tool. I have used it to produce a
document that dates all SNPs relevant the the
various Warburton BigY results. It also shows the
number and origins of testers who are positive for
the SNPs.
• Clan Updates One new Family has been added,
and one Clan updated since the last newsletter.

Three Letters

This Newsletter
Welcome to the 23rd issue of The Button Files.
This newsletter includes significant Warburton
Website posts since issue 22 in March 2022.

David Hartland has sent me copies of of three letters.
The first was from James Warburton to his father
expressing his hurt that his father had refused to loan him
£5 for a few hours:
Betley
Oct 12th 1867

The articles in this Newsletter are as follows:

My Dear Father,

• Three Letters David Hartland has sent me copies
of of three letters. The first from James Warburton to
his father expressed hurt that his father had refused
to loan him £5. The other two are his father’s
detailed response detailing all the expenses he has
incurred supporting his various children

I have felt very much
hurt that you should have
refused to lend me five
pounds just for a few hours.
If it had not been for
Mr John Dean I must
have been exposed to a
bind. All the first
family think it very
hard and unjust that
you should make so
much more of the
second family

• More Warburton Places The Warburton Arms
Hotel in Aughrim, and Warburton Avenue in Yonkers
are discussed.
• William Warburton - Airman Michael Warburton
contacted me recently to point out that the possible
death details for William Warburton, son of Benjamin
and Amelia nee Shipley, that I had ,included in the
Ashley and Morley clan, are incorrect. William, who
was Michael’s uncle, died in a bombing raid over
Germany in 1944. The article includes Michael’s
research into the crew and the raid.

fi
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than of us who have
all tried to be
obedient
and dutiful to you
and we
love and value you
quite
as much as they do.
We cannot help
thinking
that someone
who tries to
persuade
you from doing us
a kindness.
Hoping you will
not take this amiss
I remain
Yours affectionally
James Warburton
James’s Letter Page 2
James is James Pennington Warburton (1833-1900)
twelfth child of John Warburton (1792-1878) and Sarah
Pennington. John, his father Arnold, and his son Henry
were discussed in my Post Social Mobility in the 19th
Century – An Example dated June 2015. That Post
included a photo of John, which is repeated below.

Dr John Warburton of Betley, Staffs was the father of
Henry Hulme Warburton. He was sued in 1819 for
practising as an apothecary without a license.
John was born in 1792 the eldest son of Arnold
Warburton and Anne Hulme. The photograph was taken
when he was about 70 years old. He died in his 86th
year.
My previous Post describes how, in 1819, he was sued
for practising as an Apothecary without a license,
something he had learned whilst working with his similarly
untrained father Arnold. However he worked to correct his
mistake. He acquired a proper medical training. In
censuses he is careful to identify himself as a Licentiate
of the Apothecary Company, who studied at the London
Hospital, in addition to his occupation of Surgeon, or
General Practitioner.
The result was the establishment of a medical dynasty.
In all John had two wives and 16 children, all but 3
reaching adulthood. His brother-in-law and two nephews,
six of his own sons, and three grandsons all became
doctors. His sons were also properly trained. In addition
one daughter and two granddaughters married doctors.
The only son who didn’t become a doctor became a
lawyer.
John wrote two letters in answer to James’s complaint
(see below). They were detailed rebuttals of his claims of
favouritism. The first letter is dated 12 October 1867. The
second followed the following day. At the time John was
75 years old. Both letters give an insight into family
relationships, the wealth of a prosperous middle-class
family doctor, and John Warburton’s significant
expenditure on his large family, whilst being very frugal
himself. It also highlights their standard of living in
comparison to the poor annual wages paid to the
servants.
Following receipt of these letters James replied to his
father but that letter is not currently available.
James had married Mary Goff in 1861. In March 1878,
six months before his father died, he entered into a
bigamous marriage with Beatrice Mary Jones at St
Matthew’s church in Liverpool. He and Beatrice followed
his elder brother Henry to America sailing on the
Wisconsin from Liverpool arriving in New York on 25th
June 1879. From there they went to California where
Henry had a medical practice. They had a son Herbert
born in Alameda, California.
No doubt this trip over the pond, some 15 months after
the marriage, was because of the risk of prosecution for
bigamy and a custodial term, notwithstanding the
potential loss of his livelihood, due to being struck off as a
physician and surgeon.
In 1890 James’s first wife Mary died. Two months later
James legally married Beatrice in Sacramento, and true
to form took the next boat back to England to claim his
late wife’s remaining possessions.

Dr John Warburton

One Name Study webpage: http://warburton.one-name.net

David Hartland comments that fortunately his son Herbert
(David’s grandfather) did not follow the example of his
father James.
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Betley Oct 12th

2nd. C W Warburton
First winter at Edinburgh
Summer

1867

My Dear Son,
I am not surprised at you
being in difficulties. There are
two reasons why I did not lend
you the money you asked for
yesterday.

————–
£85.0.0
————–

One Year
3rd. Edmund W.
First year including
board & lodgings

1st I had no money to spare
as the following statement should
convince you
On June 30th I paid Mrs Meuch
July 1st Mr Dean
Aug 2nd Druggist nearly
Oct 4th Paid for lectures L’pool
Library & subject
For board & lodgings
Oct 7th Paid Mr Rigby towards
paying off Dr Vernon £1050

£60.0.0
£25.0.0

£78.0.0

See also the following:
12. 10. 0
25. 0. 0
6. 0. 0
29 8. 0
17. 6
10. 0. 0
100. 0. 0
————
£183.15.6
————

2nd Reason – I do not think you would
need to borrow from anyone
if you would manage your
affairs with discretion and only
buy such things as are
absolutely necessary.

1st J P Warburton
Total cost of professional
education & at Macclesfield
besides many books
not charged

£421.6.8.½

2nd. In Edinburgh & London
including a note for
£20.0.0 due for Pickfords

£342.3.3

3rd.Hannah has had
4th Ellen has had
5th Mary do
6th Henry do

£215.0.0
£238.0.0
£220.0.0
£100.0.0
£1536.9.11.½

Since April 18th 1866 Caroline has had from
me £39.0.0 and £20.0.0 I gave her for other purposes.
Sarahanne has had from me during the same period
only £7.3.0 beside what she has had from her mother’s
allowance and she has not much than half the interest of
her own property.

If I had done as you do when
I began [in] the world, I could not
have done what I have done for my
first family altho’ you seem to
think so little of it.

Yours truly,
J Warburton.

When I walked or kept only one
horse you have had 4 or 5. At
your age I rode on horseback.
You keep two carriages. I never
had a close carriage till I was
upwards of 70 years of age.
You have one in your youth.
As regards the difference
made in the two families which
my first children are all so
uneasy about, see opposite page.
1st. J.P.Warburton
Paid at Macclesfield for you
to be a druggist

£66. 16. 6

Paid for your first winter
at King’s college
Do first summer

£61. 0. 0
£28. 10. 0

One Year

—————£89.10.0
—————-

One Name Study webpage: http://warburton.one-name.net
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Dear James,
The statement I sent you on Saturday did not contain
all I have done for my first family since they finished their
education – see the following –
1 Henry had upwards of £100.0.0
besides what I gave him to go to America.
2 Thomas cost in paying the College
of Surgeon & Hall
£304.10.0
Gave him for furniture
£50.00
Lent & not returned
£50.00
Total to Thomas
£404.10.0
Advanced £100 to Caroline and Ellen which he (sic)
had and which was returned to me.
3 You have had
4 Charles do
5 Hannah do
6 Ellen do
7 Mary do
8 Caroline for savings bank

£421.6.8.½
£342.3.3
£215.0.0
£238.0.0
£220.0.0
£20.0.0
——————–
£1960.19.11 1/2
———————

I have paid the above in the last quarter besides current
expenses
J W.
N.B. I have reckoned how much your
establishment must cost you annually
Two servants (female wages)
Man & boy wages
Keep in board and for three
@ £15 each

2nd Frank has had up to this time
3 Emily has in savings bank
4 Arthur do do

£134.9.3
£250.0.0
£10.0.0
£10.0.0
————
£404.9.3
————

Sarahanne has had nothing but what her grandmother
left her
This statement shows the untruth of your assertions
that I do more for my second family than for my first.
The following will show how
unreasonable it is in you with
no family, and having the best part
of my practice / which I could have sold for a
considerable sum
before you commenced / and having
had so much of your wife’s money
should expect me to support your
expenses in servants, horses,
& carriages. Besides the payments
mentioned in my last [letter] during
the last quarter viz
£183.15.6
I paid for Frank to W M Heaton
£50.0.0
Gave Caroline for bank
£20.0.0
Emily do
£8.10.0
Arthur do
£8.10.0
————–
£270.15.6
————–

One Name Study webpage: http://warburton.one-name.net

£45.0.0
————
£105.0.0
————

Keep of 4 horses which
you have had on an average
at 10/s per week winter ??
Taxes on these horses,
shoeing & loss in horse
flesh in wear & tolls
expense of carriages &
harness, saddles & bridles
& stable cloths & gear
with taxes – repairs

£104.0.0
£16.0.0

£15.0.0
————
£240.0.0
————

The following statement will show what my second
family have had
1st Edmund had for last year
& towards 2nd year

£20.0.0
£40.0.0

The interest of this money is lost also.
When I commenced my business, I
first went all over this country on
foot, then I had one horse & partly
rode & partly walked. I had a maid
servant and a boy at £14.0.0 a year for
both.
JW

More Warburton Places
Warburton Arms Hotel Aughrim
A little while ago I was contacted by Noel McCullagh
with a query about the Warburton Arms Hotel in Aughrim.
He had discovered a reference in The Journal of the
Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland, to a Pue’s
Occurrences Advertisement dated June 28th, for the
Aughrim Club asking ” Such Gentlemen of the Club as
intend to celebrate the glorious anniversary of the 12th of
July, 1691, as usual, are requested to send their names
to Mr. Brooks at the Warburton Arms in Aughrim, that a
dinner be properly provided for them.-Signed, by order,
Wlliam Brooks”. There was a further notice in the same
Journal for September 6th about a meeting of the same
club at the same place, with Colonel Richard Trench in
the chair, to discuss a subscription for the better
encouragement of tillage and agriculture in the county
Galway.
I was aware that a major battle took place at Aughrim.
According to Wikepedia the Battle of Aughrim was the
decisive battle of the Williamite War in Ireland. It was
fought between the largely Irish Jacobite army loyal to
James II and the forces of William III on 12 July 1691,
near the village of Aughrim, County Galway.
Page 6
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The battle was possibly the bloodiest ever fought in the
British Isles: 5,000–7,000 people were killed. The
Jacobite defeat at Aughrim meant the effective end of
James’s cause in Ireland.
Aughrim Manor was granted to George Warburton,
second son of Richard of Dublin of the Garryhinch clan,
by Charles, Earl of Arran in 1698. There is a reference in
William Betham’s genealogical notes to an Indenture
dated October 25th 1698 in which Charles, Earl of Arran,
for £2498 5s, granted the Manor of Agherin (sic), 4913
acres in County Galway, to George Warburton of Dublin
Esq (with renewal for ever) during the lives of his 3
sons,Richard, John and George Warburton, at the rent of
£281 3s 6d. George’s career was mainly in the Irish Post
Office, where he rose to be Postmaster General for
Ireland in 1702. Therefore it seems he only acquired his
land after the battle, and was anyway probably an absent
landlord.
The Earl of Arran was a military man (according to
Wikipedia) who served in the army of William III, and he
succeeded his brother as Lord of the Bedchamber to
William from 1699-1702. However it seems the family had
Jacobite tendencies as his eldest brother was attained for
his role in the 1715 Jacobite Rising, and Charles himself
was involved in the Atterbury Plot of the early 1720s.
Nothing further seems to be known about the Aughrim
Club, or about the origin and subsequent history of the
Warburton Arms. It seems most likely it was simply
named after the local landlord. The building is still
standing today, but is known as Valerie’s of Aughrim.

Warburton Avenue, Yonkers.
Mark Sameth contacted me asking for information on
the origins of Warburton Avenue, Yonkers, to include in a
story he is doing for a local history society. I was
unfamiliar with the Avenue but a look at maps revealed it
has a riverfront position alongside the Hudson River.
A search of the internet produced a short article on
Judge William Warburton Scrugham. A search for William
Warburton Scrugham on Ancestry found two hits, a Public
Tree, and an entry on the FindAGrave website, which
included an obituary.
The Public Tree included William, his wife Mary nee
Kellinger and 5 children. His parents were named as
William Warburton Scrugham (1780-1831) and Eleanor
nee Burnett. William senior was born in Ireland. An arrival
record from 1824 is referenced, but as William junior was
born in New York in 1820, this must be a re-entry. William
senior’s parents are given as John Scrugham, born in
Dublin about 1752, and Sarah Warburton, also born in
Dublin about 1763.
The FindAGrave entry refers to William junior’s death
on 9th August 1867, and his burial in Oakland Cemetery,
Yonkers, Westchester County, NY. It also includes a
lengthy obituary that includes the following: “The Late
Judge W.W. Scrugham……His unexpected death was the
theme of general remark in the village, on the boats and
the cars, and the expressions of all were but one united
proof of the high estimation in which his character had
been held….Judge Scrugham was born in the city of New
York, in March 1820. His father was a merchant there at
that time, but was a native of Dublin. His mother was
One Name Study webpage: http://warburton.one-name.net

English, and allied to the family of the celebrated William
Warburton, who a hundred years ago, 1759 to 1779, was
Bishop of Gloucester. The Judge bore the name of the
prelate, and when, twenty years ago, the avenue in this
village, now known as WarBurton (sic) Avenue, was laid
out: he was asked to name it, and it will no doubt long
remain one of his many memorials in this place”.
This obituary states clearly that Judge W.W. Scrugham
was responsible for the naming of Warburton Avenue. It
also says he was named after Reverend William
Warburton (1698-1779), Bishop of Gloucester, and so the
Avenue is also named in honour of the Bishop.
However the obituary simplifies his ancestry. His father
was also William Warburton Scrugham, and presumably,
also named after the Bishop. As he was born the year
after the Bishop’s death, this seems logical. Also it was
William senior’s mother, Sarah who was from Bishop
Warburton’s family.
According to the Public Tree, Sarah Warburton was
born in Dublin, but the obituary says she was English.
William Betham’s Genealogical Extracts record a
Marriage License dated November 12th 1777, for
Scrugham, John of Fishers Lane, City Dublin, Hosier, and
Sarah Warburton of the Parish of Saint Peter. A Sarah
born in 1763 would surely be too young to marry in 1777,
though several Ancestry Public Trees record these facts,
some actually pointing to a baptism on 6th March 1763 at
Brimfield, Herefordshire, of the daughter of a Thomas and
Elizabeth. Thomas’s ancestors are not recorded.
Betham’s extracts also record the Marriage License for
William Warburton Scrugham of Capel Street, Dublin,
Hosier, and Elinor Burnett of St Bridget’s parish, Dublin,
spinster, dated 11th March 1805.
Bishop William Warburton’s entry in the Dictionary of
National Biography states he was the second and only
surviving son of George, town clerk of Newark (though I
have not found the baptism of an older brother). He
descended from the old Cheshire family and his
grandfather (also a William) had taken part in Booth’s
rising in Chester in 1659. His grandmother lived to a great
age, and her anecdotes of the civil wars interested him
greatly.
The Works of the Right Reverend William
WARBURTON, D.D., Lord Bishop of Gloucester was
edited by Richard Hurd who added details of the Bishop’s
life. In Volume 1, London, 1811, at page 1 he wrote:
“William Warburton was descended from an ancient
and very considerable family in Cheshire….His
grandfather, of the same name, distinguished himself in
the Civil Wars… of the Royal party, [he] showed his zeal
and activity in that cause, by serving under Sir George
Booth at the affair at Chester…(This refers to Sir George
Booth’s rebellion of 1659).
“All that I know of him is that he married Frances,
daughter of Robert Awfield of Elston, in the County of
Nottingham, by whom he had three sons, the second of
whom, George, was Mr Warburton’s father (available
baptisms make George the third son).
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“It seems probable, that upon his marriage he moved
into Nottinghamshire. His residence was at Shelton, a
village about six miles from Newark, where he died”.
Inside the parish church of St Mary, at Shelton, there is
a carved stone Warburton Coat-of-Arms commemorating
the burial there in 1669 of William Warburton, the Civil
War Royalist. He had resided at Shelton Manor from
shortly after the Restoration. The Manor has been
identified as part of the marriage settlements, dated
1579, for the marriage of Robert Markham, of Cottham
(or Cottenham), to Ann Warburton, daughter of Sir John
and Dame Mary Warburton nee Brereton, of Arley Hall.
This association of William with Shelton Manor implies
William was related to Ann, probably a nephew or great
nephew. However the exact link is unknown. In my Arley
Clan I have place William as the son of Ann’s brother
John, but this placement is an arbitrary device to include
William’s line in the tree, and isn’t supported by any
evidence.
There is no reason to doubt the claim in William
Warburton Scugham’s obituary that his grandmother was
related to the Bishop of Gloucester, even though it refers
to his mother. It is clearly his father who was first named
after the Bishop, in the year following the Bishop’s death.
However I have been unable to find actual proof of the
link. Based on the date of her marriage, Sarah was most
likely born between 1745 and 1759, but none of the
Sarah’s baptised in that period where from
Nottinghamshire where William the Cavalier died, and
where his known descendants were born. Nor is it known
how Sarah came to be in Ireland.

William Warburton – Airman

Sergeant William Warburton

Michael Warburton contacted me recently to
point out a couple of errors/additions in the Ashley
and Morley clan. In particular I had identified
possible death details for William Warburton, son
of Benjamin and Amelia nee Shipley. But these are
incorrect as William, who was Michael’s uncle,
died in a bombing raid over Germany in 1944.
William was a Sergeant in the Roal Air Force
Voluteer Reserve. He was a flight Engineer on a
Lancaster Bomber. On 27th January 1944 he left
Coningsby on a night raid over Berlin. The UK,
World War II Index to Allied Airmen Roll of Honour,
1939-1945 records that his aircraft collided with
another aircraft and crashed near Northeim, Lower
Saxony when on a raid on Berlin There were no
survivors. William was buried in Hanover War
Cemetery. His record on the Bomber comand
Losses Database records he was aged 33, and
the son of Benjamin and Amelia of Withington,
Manchester.

The Lancaster Crew
This picture was created by Michael Warburton to
recognise the crew of a Lancaster Bomber that failed to
return from a mission to Berlin on the night of January
27/28th 1944.
One Name Study webpage: http://warburton.one-name.net
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Michael produced 3 documents that are preserved in
the International Bomber Command Digital Archive,
hosted by the University of Lincoln.These are his account
of the raid (https://ibccdigitalarchive.lincoln.ac.uk/omeka/
collections/document/26758), his detailed account of his
search for the relatives of the other crew members and
how he produced the above picture (https://
ibccdigitalarchive.lincoln.ac.uk/omeka/collections/
document/26759) and a hand drawn raid map, shown
below.

Thomas Warburton Madhouse Keeper
Elaine Hopper introduced me to Thomas Warburton, an
infamous madhouse keeper, via a chapter in Hackney
History Volume 8 (http://hackneyhistory.org/wp-content/
uploads/2019/10/HH_Vol_8.pdf). The chapter is The
Madhouse-Keepers of Hackney by Elaine Murphy. It
describes the gory details of his establishments, how he
was hauled before a Parliamentary Standing Committee,
and how his son John turned the Bethnal Green asylum
into ‘a most remarkable institution’ that had a whole
Chapter of the 1847 Special Report of the
Commissioners in Lunacy.
Elaine had also uncovered Thomas’s will, a rather
tortuous document which reveals the riches he
accumulated from his nefarious businesses, and how he
bestowed them on his 3 surviving children. I was inspired
to transcribe key sections of the will, and to generate a
family tree of Thomas’s descendants, which can be found
on the Clans page as a Hackney Family.
Thomas had 2 establishments, at Whitmore House
near Hoxton, and at Bethnal Green. The treatment of the
inmates of these establishments was appalling, and the
subject of two Parliamentary Select Committee Enquiries
in 1815 and 1827. However conditions don’t seem to
have improved until Thomas passed on the business to
his son John.
Thomas’s origins are unknown. One story is he was
from the country, and formerly a butcher’s apprentice. He
worked his way up from gate porter at Whitmore House
until he finally owned the establishment (possibly
because his wife was the daughter of the previous
owner). By the time he wrote his will in 1832 he had a
One Name Study webpage: http://warburton.one-name.net

considerable fortune to give to his three surviving
children. His residence was at Exmouth Place, Hackney
and his will refers to properties around Mare Street.
These, as well as his businesses, were left to his younger
son John, who was a Doctor of Medicine, and who seems
to have transformed his businesses.
Close to the location of his properties there is still today
a Warburton Street and Warburton Road.

The Former Warburton Arms
A pub called Warburton Arms was situated at 137 Mare
Street, on the corner of Warburton Road. It was known
from 1989 as The London Fields. It closed in 2016 before
reopening as Martello Hall, a restaurant/bar.
Thomas was buried aged 79, suggesting he was born
in 1756 or early 1757. I have found 3 baptisms on-line
from that period. One in Bromborough, Cheshire was
rapidly followed by a burial, and one in Bowdon, Cheshire
is of a known member of the Warburton Village Clan.
This leaves a Thomas son of Thomas, who was
baptised at Haslingden, St James on July 7th 1756. It is
only recorded in the Bishop’s Transcripts, mothers name
is missing, and the abode is cut off in the image. It is
possibly the last and late child of Thomas and Mary nee
Warburton who married in 1730 and had several children
baptised between 1737 and 1752. However, as one of
those children was also a Thomas whose death hasn’t
been found, the second Thomas is probably from an
unknown family new to the area. Even then it is possible
that the madhouse keeper’s age at death was not exact,
or his baptism was not recorded.
Thomas’s will included bequests for his 3 living
children, Sarah, Henry, and John. Sarah married William
Dansey at St John, Hackney on 28th May 1818. William
was Rector of St Andrew, Donhead from 1820 until his
death in 1856. William and Sarah are living at the Rectory
House in Donhead, Wiltshire in the 1841 and 1851
censuses. In 1851 William is occupying 74 acres and
employing 9 outdoor labourers and servants. Three
servants (a cook, a housemaid and a nurse) are also
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living with them. Two sons and five daughters are listed in
1841.
Thomas’s will stated (note: I have added punctuation
for readability that was not in the original):
“I give and devise unto my daughter Sarah, the wife of
the Reverend William Dansey, Rector of Donhead, St
Andrew in the county of Wilts … but if she should die in
my lifetime then unto the said William Dansey … all the
messuages, lands and Hereditaments ….in the Parish of
Donhead, St Andrew … and the adjoining parish of
Donhead, St Mary ……

Donhead Rectory
“I give and bequeath to my said daughter Sarah….the
sum of Seven Hundred pounds…..whereas I committed a
grave error in [persuading] my said son in law William
Dansey to quit the Medical Profession, to which he was
bred, and by the practice of which he probably might
have made a provision for his family, and in as much as
the Rectory of Donhead, Saint Andrew aforesaid, the
Advowson in fee of which I purchased and gave to the
said William Dansey has deteriorated one third in value
since I purchased …

Henry’s father Thomas made complex provision in his
will for Henry and his heirs to hold the living at Sible
Hedingham:
“I give and devise unto Thomas Poynder Esquire,
Treasurer of Christ’s Hospital, and Thomas Watson of
Henrietta Street Cavendish Square in the said County of
Middlesex, Doctor in Medicine, all that the perpetual
advowson, right of patronage, and presentation of and to
the Rectory and Parish Church of Sible Hedingham in the
County of Essex (of which my son the Reverend Henry
Warburton is the present Incumbent) …..and also all
those several pieces or parcels of freehold land lying
near to the Rectory House, and which were purchased by
me….. on part of which there has since [been] erected a
barn, stabling, and other outbuildings … now in the
occupation of my said son Henry Warburton….To hold
the same .. for ever on the Trusts hereinafter
expressed…that is to say ….to permit and suffer my said
son Henry Warburton … to hold and enjoy the same so
long as he shall continue the Incumbent of the said
Rectory, and from and after the death or resignation of
the said Henry Warburton….to present such son of my
said son Henry Warburton to the said Rectory as the said
Henry Warburton shall by any deed…. direct or
appoint……….I give and bequeath to the said Thomas
Poynder and Thomas Watson….the sum of twenty
thousand pounds, three pounds per cent, Consolidated
Annuities …Upon Trust to pay the dividends, interest, and
annual income of the same from time to time to become
due during the natural life of my said son Henry
Warburton… and from and after the decease of my said
son Henry Warburton, then upon trust for the wife of the
said Henry Warburton…if she shall so long continue his
widow and unmarried”.
The Rectory at Sible Hedingham was a considerable
building, having 23 rooms in the 1911 census.

“to the said William Dansey and my said daughter
Sarah ….I give and bequeath to the Trustee or Trustees
of the Settlement made previously to the marriage of the
said William Dansey and Sarah his wife the sum of two
thousand three hundred pounds three pound per cent
Consolidated Annuities To be held by the Trustees and
Trustee for the time being of the said Settlement “.
Thomas’s son Henry was also a cleric. The baptisms of
his children place him as a Curate in Chieveley, Berkshire
from 1819 to 1821, but by September 1822 he had taken
a position as Rector of Sible Hedingham in Essex.
One curiosity is that both his sister Sarah, and his
brother John were married by Henry Warburton, Rector of
Peatling, Leicestershire at Hackney in 1818 and 1821
respectively, at a time when Henry was in Chieveley.
Either when Henry was working as a Curate in Chieveley,
he had, or used the title of a Rector in Leicestershire to
marry his siblings, or they were married by another
person, probably a family member, called Henry. I have
not identified a Henry in Leicestershire at that time.
One Name Study webpage: http://warburton.one-name.net

The Old Rectory at Sible Hedingham
There is currently a tour of the Rectory at Sible
Hedingham on Savills’ website: https://assets.savills.com/
properties/GBCHRSCHS180169/
CHS180169_CHS18005217.PDF. It was built in 1714.
Henry did not long outlive his father, dying in 1837.
Maybe the complex will was necessitated by his already
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failing health. He was eventually succeeded as Rector by
his son, also Henry, who died in 1904, and by his
grandson Welby Russell Warburton, who died unmarried
in 1918.
Henry had 10 children in all, 6 daughters and 4 sons.
Census and registration records are patchy, so maybe
some of them spent time abroad. Only one daughter,
Charlotte Russell Warburton definitely married, to
Cloudesly Hughes-D’Aeth. They had one son.
One of Henry’s sons died an infant, but the other three
married and had children. However all the male lines of
descent end in childlessness, or an absence of obvious
records.
Thomas’s main residence and businesses were
bequeathed to his son John. The will includes the
following:
“And I give devise and bequeath to my said son John
Warburton … the freehold, Copyhold, and Leasehold
manors, messuages, lands, tenements, and
Hereditaments of in or to which. either in my own right or
as an heir at Law, or otherwise howsoever I am seized,
possessed, interested in, or in anywise entitled either as
Mortgagee for my own benefit, or for the benefit of any
other person or persons whomsoever or as a Trustee for
any purposes whatsoever. To the end and intent that the
said John Warburton …. may have a complete power of
conveying and transferring ….and may also [be] enabled
to perform the trusts [that] are held by me, and receive …
the sum or sums of money [that] shall become due to me
on the security of the same Manors, messuages, lands,
tenements, and Heredits…..and also such other sums of
money … as … shall be receivable under or by virtue of
the Trusts on which I hold any of the said Manors
messuages lands tenements and Hereditaments…. I
order and direct that all conveyances which shall be
made, and all receipts and discharges for money due and
to become due, ……which shall be given by the said
John Warburton….. shall be as good, valid, and effectual
to all intents and purposes as if the same …. had been
given by me in my lifetime.
And I give devise and bequeath ……to my said son
John Warburton ….. all my said messuages, lands, and
Heredits, called Exmouth Place, subject and without
prejudice to the …annuities [of] One Hundred pounds
and fifty pounds hereinbefore charged thereon. And all
other real Estates whatsoever whether of freehold,
copyhold, Customary, or Leasehold tenure and situate in
the several Parishes of Saint James, Westminster, Saint
John, Hackney, and Saint Matthew, Bethnal Green all in
the said County of Middlesex, or in any other part of
England which are my property and subject to my
disposition or appointment. And all the Rest, Residue,
and Remainder of my Goods and Chattels rights and
credits, and the benefit of the business I now carry on in
my Houses of Business in the parish of Saint Matthew,
Bethnal Green aforesaid, and Whitmore House in the
Parish of Saint John, Hackney, and also all my money,
stocks, funds, and securities, personal Estate and Effects
whatsoever, and wheresoever or of what nature kind or
quality soever.“
John was also appointed executor, and he proved the
will on March 10th 1836.
One Name Study webpage: http://warburton.one-name.net

The Hackney History refers to John as follows:
“John Warburton was in his 30s when he took over his
inheritance, already making a name for himself as
physician to St Luke’s. He moved in highly respectable
circles within his profession, having married the daughter
of Abernethy, the flamboyant Barts surgeon. Over the
next 15 years, the new national Commissioners in Lunacy
believed, Bethnal Green Asylum was transformed into a
most remarkable institution, the best in the metropolis. So
impressed were they with the transformation that a whole
chapter was given over in their Special Report of 1847 to
documenting the process of change.”
John died in 1845 and was buried in Highgate
Cemetery. As he only lived 9 years after his father’s
death, and was already 44 when his father died, it would
seem he may have taken over the running of the
madhouses before his father died.
Despite his success in turning around the madhouses,
John and his descendants seem to have been cursed. He
was only about 54 when he died, his notorious father
having reached 79. John only had one son, John
Abernethy, who reach adulthood, and he died aged 25,
leaving his own complicated will. His only son, Thomas
Frederick died before his 30th birthday, closely followed
by his wife Mabel, who seems to have died in childbirth,
having their daughter Mabel Clarrise. A son, Thomas
Frederick had already been born, but although he lived to
the age of 68, he never married. He did however leave an
estate of £88,058 7s 7d.

DNA Updates
New Tests
Three new tests were ordered during FTDNA’s Father’s
Day Sale in June. These results were a new BigY-700
test and a Y37 test, from the Lancashire Group, and a
first BigY-700 test from the Garryhinch clan.
In the Summer Sale in August the Y37 was upgraded to
BigY-700, and 2 further BigY-700 tests from the
Lancashire Group were ordered. Results from one of
these tests are still awaited.
The Garryhinch clan result gives an insight into the
deep history of the clan’s J haplogroup chromosome, and
I will add this to the Results Commentary in due course.

Lancashire Group Haplotree
I updated the Lancashire Group Haplotree to include
the Father’s day test results. However, looking at the first
results from the Sumer Sale I think the Haplotree needs a
bit of a rethink.
All but one of the BigY-700 results are positive for SNP
R-FT72032, including both the results so far from the
Summer Sale, one of which was an upgrade from
BigY-500. R-FT72032 wasn’t tested for in BigY-500.
There is one BigY-500 result left in the group.
Unfortunately that cannot be upgraded as the tester is no
longer with us. I tried to create a specific test for it at
YSEQ.net, but alas they don’t think their test would be
reliable enough.
The remaining BigY-500 result is from the oldest clan,
the Edenfield clan, which has been traced back to circa
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1500. As it seems likely the other clans are offshoots of
the Edenfield clan, we can deduce the early ancestors
did not have SNP R-FT72032. However we cannot tell if
the SNP occurred in the Edenfield clan after some clans
had already branched off, or in a branch which in turn had
many sub-branches.
My current version of the haplotree uses SNPs RBY28839 and R-RS79412108 to create some sub
groups, However one of the new results is from a new
member of the group, the Prestwich Family. This cuts
across these subgroups, and is most closely matched to
the New South Wales clan. They share 3 new SNPs, and
this is already highlighted in the latest version ofFTDNA’s
new Discover Tool. SNPs R-BY28839 and RRS79412108 are from an unreliable segment of the Y
chromosome, and are ignored by the Discover Tool.
I have included STR information in the Haplotree, but I
have yet to spot any helpful patterns that might help in
linking clans. It seems STR mutations within the clans
were more frequent than average.
One peculiarity of the results is that 3 random BigY-700
results also include R-BY28891. However this is
also located in a problematic region of the Ychromosome, so I assume its absence from the
other 2 results is due to a null return caused by
difficulty getting a read for the SNP, rather than
it being a genuine result. Apart from noting the
issue I will choose t ignore it when structuring
the haplotree.

expected the Tool will be updated on a weekly basis,
assuming availability of key personnel at FTDNA.
Five years ago I produced a document of SNP ages for
the Lancashire and Cheshire Groups based on work by
Iain McDonald. I notice Iain is credited with collaboration
in the TMRCA (time to most recent common ancestor)
algorithm that is used to calculate the SNP dates in the
Discover Tool. The Tool also credits other databases,
including ancient DNA databases (based on samples
from ancient burials) but I am not familiar with the
algorithm itself. It seems to have undergone a recent
overhaul that shifted dates while I was actually studying
them. As I understand it, key elements used in the
algorithm are the average time between SNPs occurring,
and the number of SNPs that have occurred since the
SNP in question. This enables the calculation of a date
and a range. The following diagram is from the Tool itself
and it demonstrates the mean date and the probability of
a higher or lower date. The range shown by the tool is the
95% probability range. The more results it is based on the
the tighter the probability range is.The diagram shows the
distribution of dates for SNP R-DF27.

I plan to revise the haplotree and other
relevant DNA documents once I receive the
outstanding result from the Summer Sale.
Apparently there was a problem and the test kit
has only recently been dispatched and
returned.
There is also scope for further genealogical
research. For example, one of the issues in
linking the various clans in the Bury area is that
the parish records for Bury, St Mary give limited
information, being late in introducing the
mother’s name on baptisms, and age at death
on burials. There is also a large number of
families. I have yet to tackle an exercise to list all
Warburton records post 1700 and endeavour to group
them in families.

Warburton BigY Results and the FTDNA
Discover Tool
FamilyTreeDNA recently announced their Discover
Tool. It is free and can be used by anyone. All you need is
the name of a SNP that represents a branch in the
FTDNA haplotree. For example my most recent branch is
at SNP R-FGC17094.
The tool has a number of elements, some more
interesting that others. Most interestingly it gives an age
estimate for the SNP, the names of the preceding branch
and the various lineages introduced by the branch, the
number of testers who are positive for the SNP, and the
country distribution of those who have disclosed the
location of their earliest known ancestor. It is also
One Name Study webpage: http://warburton.one-name.net

The time has come to replace the old document with a
new one, based on the Discovery Tool and covering all of
the Warburton BigY results. This document is now
complete and has been placed on the website in place of
the old SNP Ages document.
Comments on the Lineages
The Warburton BigY results cover 5 Haplogroup R
lineages, and 1 Haplogroup J lineage. The 5 R
Haplogroup lineages share the earliest SNPs in the
haplogroup, and there is also some sharing at lower
levels. The early Haplogroup R SNPs begin with R-M307,
dated about 26000BC and found in over 103,000 tests..
The last SNP common to all the Haplogroup R lineages is
R-L151 dated at 3000BC and present in nearly 73,000
tests.
There are 2 major lineages below R-L151. The smaller
R-U106 branch is shared by over 18,000 testers, and
includes the Cheshire and Lancashire Groups. The larger
R-P312 branch has 51,000 testers and includes the
results from the South Cheshire Group, the Notts and
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Ashley group, and a result from a descendant of the
brother of Bishop Terence Charles Warburton (formerly
Mongan). It is hoped, but not proven, that this is also the
DNA of the Bishop himself. A test on a descendant of the
Bishop is needed to prove the case.
A SNP will only have occurred once, in a particular
place. The current distribution of the declared origins of
testers indicates where the carriers of the SNP have
migrated to. However there is a probability of testing bias
as some countries, such as the USA and UK do a lot
more testing than some continental countries..Also
origins in the New World only indicate that ancestors in
the Old World are not known.
R-U106 Lineages
The Cheshire and Lancashire Groups share SNPs
immediately below R-U106. Although it is found all over
Europe (particularly the British Isles), and in countries
that Europeans have migrated to, R-U106 likely arose in
Central Germany in the Corded Ware culture.
The Cheshire Group
The Cheshire Group is in a lineage that descends from
R-Z156, dated 2500BC. Although most common in the
British Isles, it is spread over Europe and so probably
originated close to the origin of R-U106. This distribution
pattern continues down to SNP R-S1911, which has 217
testers. However subsequent SNPs are found only in the
UK and Ireland.
There is also a significant tie gap between RFGC13445, dated 1600BC and R-FGC13446, dated
1100AD. This is because the former is just one of over 40
SNPS where there is no known branch. The last of those
SNPs would have occurred just before R-FGC13446. It is
believed that the lineage was brought to England and
Ireland by the Norman Conquest, and FGC13446 seems
to be limited to England. This ties in with the story of
Odard de Dutton, Norman knight and ancestor of the
Warburtons of the Cheshire Group.
It is my belief that the long gap without branches is the
result of the lineage being present in Northern France for
several centuries, where the amount of testing is very
limited. However, because R-S1911 is present in France,
Sweden and Denmark, DNA does not yet determine
whether Odard’s ancestors were Norman or Frankish.
The Lancashire Group
The Lancashire Group descends from R-Z301 dated
2450BC. Throughout the lineage over half testers have
origins in the British Isles, but there is a presence in
Germany and across Europe. However the European
proportion slowly dwindles to nought, so at some point a
branch occurred in the UK. This probably happened
around the time of R-S6881, dated 350AD. Only 5 of 133
testers who declared their origins specified a country in
mainland Europe, and they all specified a different
country, suggesting a possible backwards migration. This
is also around the time or the Anglo-Saxon migrations to
England. Warburton village was a settlement founded by
the Saxon kingdom of Mercia.
The Tottington result is separate from the rest of the
Lancashire Group. It shares R-FGC42045 dated 800AD,
but it is then in a different lineage with SNPs dated to
One Name Study webpage: http://warburton.one-name.net

850AD. This may be a separate adoption of the
Warburton name, but because the SNPs below R-S6881
are quite common in Lancashire, and Tottington is so
close to the origin of the main Lancashire Group, I
suspect it is the result of a non-paternal event (NPE)
within the Lancashire Group. It would be interesting to
test someone from a different branch of the Tottington
clan to see if the NPE can be bypassed.
The R-P312 Branch
R-P312 is generally found more on Europe’s Atlantic
Coast, and is often associated with Celtic cultures,
although it pre-dated their emergence. Its downstream
lineages, include R-Z46516 and R-Z290. In turn RZ46516 is the common ancestor of R-U152 and R-DF27.
South Cheshire Group
The single result from the South Cheshire Group has
SNP R-U152 which is dated 2500BC and is shared by
over 8,000 testers. It is referred to as the Italo-Celtic
branch. It was associated with the Bell Beaker culture in
the Southern Germany, Alsace, Switzerland region. This
culture evolved successively into the Urnfield, Hallstatt,
and La Tene cultures which triggered a further expansion
west to the Atlantic.
The South Cheshire SNPs have origins predominantly
in England but there is some presence on the continent
up to around 2000BC, after which it is England based.
There is an absence of branches in the last 3,000 years.
Notts and Ashley Group
The Notts and Ashley Group have SNP R-DF27 which
is dated 2600BC and is shared by over 10,000 testers. It
is referred to as the Gallic and Iberian branch of the
Proto-Celts. R-DF27 spread into France and headed
south. Testing bias means the largest number of declared
origins are in the British Isles, but the there is a sizeable
number from Iberia and its colonies.
From 2500BC the Notts and Ashley lineage has a small
number of testers split mainly between England and
Spain. Subsequent branches continue to have a small
Iberian content and a larger UK content up to 300BC but
from 100AD the small residue of testers are entirely
England based. This probably means that the lineage
migrated from Spain to England about this time leaving
sister lineages in Spain.
The most recent SNPs show that the Ashley and
Morley clan and the Nottinghamshire clan split after
1600AD and that the Western Australian family split from
the Ashley and Morley clan at a later date.
Mongan-Warburton Group
This clan has SNP R-Z390, closely followed by R-L21,
dated 2550BC and shared by over 29,0000 testers. RL21 is referred to as the Atlantic Celtic branch. They
arrived in Germany by 2500 BC and founded the Unetice
culture. They spread west reaching Britain around 2100
BC and Ireland about 2000 BC. Ireland and Scotland are
particularly prominent in R-L21 tester’s origins. The
proportion from Ireland Increases after each subsequent
branch, reaching 64% of over 2,000 testers by SNP RDF105 which is dated 250AD. Subsequently the MonganWarburton result comes from a small lineage with origins
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in Ireland and the USA. This seems to fit well with the son
of a blind Irish harpist.
Haplogroup J
The Haplogroup J result is from the Garryhinch clan
which descends from a Warburton who settled in Dublin
circa 1628, but had English parentage. Nevertheless his
known origins are declared to be in Ireland as testers are
his descendants, and knowledge of his ancestry is
speculative.
Haplogroup J is an ancient haplogroup dating back to
28000BC and shared by over 33,000 testers. It occurred
in Western Asia amongst groups that had migrated from
Africa. According to Wikepedia it is found in its greatest
concentration in the Arabian peninsula. Outside of this
region, it has a significant presence in other parts of the
Middle East as well as in North Africa, the Horn of Africa,
and Caucasus. It also has a moderate occurrence in
Southern Europe, especially in central and southern Italy,
Malta, Greece and Albania. The J-M172 branch is found
in the highest concentrations in the Caucasus and the
Fertile Crescent/Iraq and is found throughout the
Mediterranean (including the Italian, Balkan, Anatolian
and Iberian peninsulas and North Africa. It is associated
with the neolithic farmers who spread across Europe
between 10000BC and 6000BC.

Unidentified Wedding Photo
Can anyone help with the following? Tania Van Reil
informs me that the following photo appeared on a
Facebook page called Unidentified Photos Australia. The
main participants have been identified, along with a
notification from The Advertiser.
I have not identified the participant in any of my
Warburton Trees but it would be nice to be able to
connect them.
The photo was Posted on Face book by Jill Cole who
would love to return the Photo to the family.

The Garryhinch lineage shows a strong presence in the
Arabian peninsular right up to SNP J-Z39995 which is
dated 1600BC. The next branch, J-Z45879 is dated
1000AD and only has 4 results split between England
and Ireland, but probably occurring in England. It would
seem to follow a migration from Arabia to England
sometime between 1600BC and 1000AD, therefore too
late to be part of the Neolithic migration.

Clan Updates
New Prestwich Family
I have added a new Family to the Clans Page. It is the
family of Nik Warburton whose BigY-700 DNA result was
recently received. It is called the Prestwich family
because that was the location of the earliest recorded
baptism record. It has been extracted from a large tree
that Nik sent me.

Wedding Photo of William Warburton and Marjorie
Raymond August 3rd 1940

The parents of that first child were John Warburton and
Maria nee Varley who married at Manchester Cathedral in
1821. John was already a widower and it isn’t known if he
originated from that area. The family subsequently
migrated to the St Helens area, and then the Rochdale
area.

New Hackney Family
This is the family of Thomas the madhouse keeper. See
article above.

Ashley and Morley Update
I have just uploaded a small update to the Ashley and
Morley clan to address some recent corrections and
additions.

One Name Study webpage: http://warburton.one-name.net

Marriage Description

Next Issue
The material for the next issue will first appear as
Warburton Website posts, and will be collected into a
Newsletter when there is a sufficient amount of it.
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